2. The group G. Let Gq be the cyclic group generated by 0t of order q, and let G, be extended to G by 0" where G" is of index Q under G. Then the Qth, but no lower than the Qth power of @", is a substitution of Gt. If also 0, transforms 0i into some power x of 0i, then 0? = 0i, 0,"1©!®, = 0i" where e and x are integers less than q.
Since Gt is cyclic we may denote 0i* by 0*(£ <q) and hence
(1) 0r'0*©i* = ©i*" for all integers s > 0.
But 0, = 0^ and is commutative with 0t, hence it follows from (1) with k=e and 5 = 1 that (2) e(x-l)«0 (mod?).
For the same reason replacing s by Q and k by 1 in (1), we see that and that x is relatively prime to q. Groups of this type exist; one such is a transitive group of order 16 with Q=2, q=S,x = 5 and e = 4. 3. Algebra 2. The units,; may be given the notation (4) ii* = jk, j,' = j«, jtín -Jt¥h (* < 9, * < Q), where there are s zeros as subscript to k. Throughout this part of the paper otic* will denote a»,..., where there are s zeros subscript to k. The subgroup Gt is now cyclic. Hence by Theorem 1 the algebra S may be regarded as an algebra of order q* over the field Fif derived from F by adjoining all the symmetric functions of », 6i(i), • ■ ■ , 0«-i(*)-This algebra is associative if g=g(0i)* Consequently, by Theorem 10, T is associative, if the conditions A, Dt and Dt all hold and g=g(6i).
Associativity conditions for T. Equation
[6] gives the following formulas: jkjr = j», u = k + r, Or = 1 (r + k< q),
jkr -£7«, u=* k + r -q, Ckr = g (r+k^q,r<q,k<q).
The condition A gives
Let us now consider the condition A-For any integer m>0, there exists an integer am, 0^a"<q, and an integer /m>0 such that tmx=mq+am and (tm-I)x<mq.
We define t0 to be 1. Hence am is the value of tm" which is written for (tm)<,. If tm+i>k^tm, then k = tm+s, kx = mq+am+sx and ka=om+sx.
In the same way, if tn+l>r^tH, r = tH+v and r0 = an+vx.
If k+r<q, c*, = l by (6) (12) «, = a,.+, -g'<xct(e;) ■ ■■ «W"»*) (r= 1,2, ••• ,?-l).
It is easily verified that equations (9) and (10) are satisfied identically, when the values for a*, ar and a« from (12) are substituted into them. When k+r=q, ka+ra=q and so ctr=ct,,,=g, while «=0. Hence A becomes ayot,(9ik*)g=g(9q), or on substitution for a* and a, from (12) (13) aafa'MOl') • • • a(e^l^)g* = $(*,).
That g occurs on the left hand side to the power of x is easily seen. For (Since 0**" = ©*"...", ct^.x« is used to denote Ckt...9.it...e, where there are s subscripts 0.). All the c's in this product cancel except the first of the numerator and the last of the denominator, namely ck,i(df) and c*zq,*q, each of which is equal to 1, since for the induction k <q -1. Hence (16) is simply (14) with k replaced by k + 1. As (14) holds for k = 1 the proof of the lemma is complete.
We have now proved the following theorem:
Theorem A. Let f(x) = 0 be an equation of degree Qq irreducible in F whose Galois group G is generated by ®i and ©", such that ©i is of order q and 0a transforms ©i into ®f and @aQ = @ie, while no lower than the Qth power of ©" is equal to a power of ©i. Excluding the case q -2, we see that G is not abelian and that x, e, q and Q must satisfy (2) (13) and (15) hold.
Part 2. Algebras r connected with a group generated BY THREE GENERATORS 5. The group G. Let the group G have the invariant subgroup Gq, which is of the same type as the group G considered in §2, where Gq has the invariant cyclic subgroup Gp generated by ©i of order p, and Gp is of index P under Gq and is extended to Gq by the substitution @p. Further, let Gq be of index Q under G so that the Qth, but no lower than the Qth, power of ©4 is a substitution of Gq. Then, if @a transforms ©linto ©i» and @p into @p*, while ©p transforms ©i into ©i1, we have (17) ©? = e.. = e,"Gi*, ©/ = ©. = ©x« (e < p, ei < p, et < P), It follows from §2 that the substitutions of G9 are represented uniquely in the form 0t = 0iP+o = 0p&0i" (b<P, a<p) and if q=Pp the substitutions of G in the form ©,-"+* = 0«r©*(>'<(?, k <q). As in §2 we see that
(*-l)e = 0 (modi).
If we write s = Q, a = 1 in (19), it follows from (17) that
Similarly, from (17) and (20) with s = Q, we find that
But (24) is satisfied if
In addition the transforms of ©^ and 0*0? by 0, must be equal and also the transforms of ©£ and 0, by 0P. Hence we have and, as a; is relatively prime to p, y is relatively prime to p by (23). Hence (27) a;-1 si (modp).
Other conditions to be satisfied by the parameters e, t\, et, x, y, and z may be deduced, but these are all that will be required. It is sufficient for our purpose that groups of this type do exist. For example, there is a transitive group of order 32 in which P=4, P = i, Q = 2, e = 2, «i = 2, c» = 0 and x=y=z = 3. 6. The algebra S. The subgroup Gq being now of the type G considered in §2, the algebra S, which by Theorem 1 may be regarded as an algebra of order q2 over the field Fi, derived from F by adjoining all the symmetric functions of », 6i(i), • • • , 0«-i(*)> *s 0I tne tyPe T considered in Part 1. If we substitute p, P, ß and p for q, Q, a and 8 respectively, all the formulas of Part 1 hold. Hence 2 is associative if, and only if, g = g(6i),
By Theorem 10, if (28) holds, T is associative if and only if the conditions A, A, and A all hold. In these conditions, as quoted in the introduction, we must now write e' for e. Since, by the second of (17), ©** = ©£©?",f we must consider the value of em. As at the beginning of §4 we can find integers /" and aM = 0, such that efß=nP+a,, and e(f" -l)<p where ali<p. Then, if fp+i>m=fh+h^f" and so by (22) nex* = ne = a, + we (mod p).
In (33), Cbp,n, denotes CbP,/, where ne=f (mod p) &nd f<p, and later, to simplify the formulas, Cbp+a,,P+t is often written for c*r, if 0^0? = ©* and @'g@l = @r, even when a and í are greater than p, and b and s greater than P.
When i+d<P, ip+d=i(&+d)p and, if <r<p, m+n is of the form /"+»+' and ¿m>"rj>,=C6p,»,(0r*); but, if a^p, then w+» is of the form f"+r+i+t and C*P.,rpo =gC6p,n«(ör*).
When 6+dè-P, iP+<,=PÍÜP+<,~P, and from (33) we see that a factor g or g2 occurs in c*p0,rp" according as a+e^p or ^2/>; that is, according as m+n+l is of the form/M+,+i+/ or/M+,+2+i. Hence the complete values of Ckpt,rpt as obtained from (33) and by (10) and (11) ßr. = ß.ßir-iA0i') (r*f,), (36) ft.-j-rß. 0Ö-D.(Of) (r -/,).
For ex=e (mod p) and accordingly c,,(,_i). = c,"ir~».,-Hence, by (17), the second of (28), (35), and (36), where G"=p p(0«) • • • p(6i~1), and n=f,+w. When k+r<P, CiP,rp = l and « = (£+r)^, and if we take k = l, A by means of (34) and (37) To get the value of c»,,, we consider* which is equal to Making use of (47) and (48), and substituting for c*r and c*,,, their values obtained from (44), (45) and (46) in D2, we get (49) cnpcti(dph,)cbup,ty = cty^,btpCbp,t(6q)ataabp(0itv*).
The w in the first of (47) may be of the form t+sp and so the first of (47) is a case of D2 that we are considering. But by writing a=v, b = 0, and proceeding as in the general case, we reduce it to (49), where since b = 0 the formula corresponding to the first of (47) is now of the type (48). The second and third of (47) have been treated earlier.
We now prove the following lemma :
Lemma A. The formula (49) Assume that (49) holds for all values of b^b and t^t, and consider (49) with t = 1 ; that is (51) abpa(ePh,)cb,p.y = Cy:j,tb,pCbp.\(0q)ajMbp(0í"h).
If we now write Op* for i in (51) and multiply the left members of (51) and (49) together and equate the result to the product of the right members, we get Making use of these two results, we see that (52) becomes (49) with t replaced by t+1, and so by induction (49) may be deduced from (51). Now, (49) with t = x becomes We have now shown that the condition A reduces for all values of k<q, r<q to (30), (31), (39), (41), (48), and (54) where (30) We shall now prove the following lemma:
Lemma B. Condition A follows for all values of k <q from (56) and (57): (56) c..,i5 = c*",.'a(6qQ-l)ay(6qQ-*) ■ ■ ■ aß-rtfa*»), From this result remembering that axt^ay9 (mod ^) and that 0^=0.', we see that (60) becomes (55). By induction, in a manner similar to that used in Lemma B of §4, it can be shown that (58) and (59) are consequences of (56) and (57) respectively. In the proof we require the formulas C«'.,n.lCa»»i,,'C»^.,'(ffi"*') = C«'oC«'.l(öi"w,)ca«M,^C(«+l)«M,«', ctp.p(0,')c,',ib+i)pCb'p.t'CrQp,,'(dph') = Ct,.bpCt'p(0pi')Cb',,tQpCtf+l)'p,4't which can be deduced as in the previous cases. Since «Vi -c,"1i(0i*i)c,,lï«and ¿«i.*« "■ c««.,, =» £■*,«*, 
